WTP Patch Panel Termination
Cable dismantling and preparation
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1. Dismantle the cable in a length of
minimum 60 mm.
2. Pull the braid back over the cable
jacket.
3. Twist the foil of each pair in the same
direction as the pairs are twisted.
4. Cut the foil so that the shielded part of
each pair is approx. 50mm.
5. Cut the conductors to approx. 10mm
unshielded length. (AWG 22) or 12mm
(AWG 23)
6. Dismantle each conductor in a length of
approx. 6-7mm (AWG 22) or 8-10 mm
(AWG 23).

Inserting the conductors
in the Pin Holder
7. Start with the blue and blue/white pair.
8. Turn the plastic container so that the
smallest knob and the blue marking
turns up and the metal cross points
towards you.
9. Insert the coloured conductor in the pin
closest to the edge and the white
conductor closest to the centre of the
pin holder.
10. Push both conductors as far as they
go. The pins are self-locking.
11. Repeat steps 7 through 10 in a clockwise operation for the pairs orange,
green, and brown respectively.

Mounting the Pin Holders in
the Patch Panel.
1 Place the pin holder with the
terminated cable in position for
entering the pin holder receptacle on
the patch panel WTP module. Orient
the pin holder so that the largest knob
(and green marking) faces
upwards.
2 Press the pin holder gently into the
receptacle until it stops.

3. Using your fingers, close the shield
connector clamps of the receptacle
into a tight fit around the cable
screen. Tighten the clamps using a
strip. (See fig. 4)

4. Put the cable in position and mount
the cable strain relief supplied
with the patch panel. Tighten the
finger screw with your fingers or use
an electric drill equipped with our
tool for fingerscrews (4905-00)
5.Repeat steps 1 through 4 for the
other cables.
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